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Sustainable Energy Production and Consumption: Benefits, Strategies and Environmental CostingSpringer, 2008
This volume is a result of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop that took place in Naples, Italy on July 4 through 7 of 2007. The workshop brought together the top researchers in energy technology, energy analysis, energy economics, and environmental economics from NATO countries, partner countries and Mediterranean Action countries. The book, like...
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Career Command Through Filipino Martial ArtsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you ready to advance your career like a warrior? Are you ready to get a promotion and a raise without sacrificing your integrity? Are you ready to fall back in love with your job? Dr. Bryan Stoops is an educator and professional martial artist. Bryan has over fifteen years of experience in K12, both as a teacher and administrator in places...
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Formal Software DevelopmentPalgrave Macmillan, 2003
This book is intended for final-year undergraduate and postgraduate computing students specializing in the field of software engineering. The text concentrates on the challenges that high integrity software development poses, and how formal methods can help meet these challenges.

Formal methods have long been advocated for the...
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SAS Graphics for Java: Examples Using SAS AppDev Studio and the Output Delivery SystemSAS Institute, 2007
Bohnenkamp and Iverson have written a comprehensible guide to the features offered in SAS AppDev Studio 3. Their extensive array of examples will guide readers to take control of their visual output and produce meaningful graphs.     

       Jump-start your SAS graph skills! Here, in one convenient source, is all the information you need...
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Disaster Recovery (EC-Council Disaster Recovery Professional)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...
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XML Web Services in the OrganizationMicrosoft Press, 2003
Discover how you can use XML-based Web services to dramatically improve the data sharing and communication capabilities in your organization. This pragmatic guide teaches you how to exploit the interoperability features of the Microsoft .NET Framework to build highly available, platform-independent Web services. Easy-to-follow sample...
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Agile Database Techniques: Effective Strategies for the Agile Software DeveloperJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I wish I had a book like this eight years ago. You’ll want to be sure to have enough copies for both your development and database folks."
     —Jon Kern, Founding Member of the Agile Alliance
"You will find workable, real-world advice here."
     —Doug Barry, Author, Web Services and...
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Machining Technology: Machine Tools and OperationsCRC Press, 2008
Offering complete coverage of the technologies, machine tools, and operations of a wide range of machining processes, Machining Technology presents the fundamental principles of machining and examines traditional and nontraditional machining methods. After a brief historical overview, the book explores design considerations and...
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Beginning Database Design Solutions (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Databases play a critical role in the business operations of most organizations; they're the central repository for critical information on products, customers, suppliers, sales, and a host of other essential information. It's no wonder that the majority of all business computing involves database applications.

With so much at stake,...
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Stewarding Sustainability Transformations: An Emerging Theory and Practice of SDG ImplementationSpringer, 2018

	In the context of the world’s pressing sustainability challenges this new Report to the Club of Rome presents a novel approach to navigating collaborative change in partnerships between governments, research institutions, corporations and civil society activists. With reference to the 17 Sustainable Development Goals and the Planetary...
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Network Security FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
Companies have long been struggling with threats from the  hacking community. Keeping pace with the rapid evolution of security technology  and the growing complexity of threats is a challenge even in the best of times.  The increased focus on security has sent IT managers and engineers scrambling to  acquire the proper expertise...
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iSCSI: The Universal Storage ConnectionAddison Wesley, 2002
iSCSI: The Universal Storage Connection is an informative overview and in-depth guide to the emerging iSCSI standard, the technology that enables data storage, access, and management over networks, intranets, and the Internet. The iSCSI protocol reduces the total cost of ownership of shared storage solutions and enables an...
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